
Metal for Life NI 

 

Metal for Life NI is a non-profit community group 

which supports the mental health of Metal music 

fans in Northern Ireland. The group was founded 

in honour of Dani Kansanaho, who tragically took 

his own life in October 2017, aged 23.  
 

Dani’s death sent waves of shock and sadness throughout our Metal community here in Northern Ireland.  
Depression and suicidal thoughts can affect anyone at any time, and we quickly realised that many other 
metal fans suffer from mental illness. The general public often incorrectly thinks that metal music and lifestyle 
choices are to blame for mental illness and we decided to challenge this stigma head on. Our target group is 
rock and metal fans from all genres, of any age, within Northern Ireland. Our goal is to preserve life. 
 

Founded in January 2018, Metal for Life NI is the first of its kind. We have applied for registered status with 
the Charity Commission NI and have been boosted by support from South Antrim Community Network, Public 
Health Agency, Aware NI, local and international bands and the Metal music industry in Northern Ireland. 
 

Run by a trained, experienced voluntary team of Metalheads, our mission is to promote mental health by:  

 Providing an understanding of mental illnesses such as depression and anxiety and fighting the stigma 
associated with them. 

 Providing knowledge of the support available for mental illnesses(including suicide prevention) 

 Helping people build resilience and maintain positive mental health for themselves and others 

 Promoting emotional health and wellbeing 
 

We do not discriminate against age, gender, sexuality, disability, religion, politics, wealth or up-bringing.  
 

Our main function is to run regular peer support groups. We nurture mutual respect, confidentiality and 
positive well-being, aiming to bring people together within our local Metal community without judgement or 
prejudice. Our services are accessible and free-of-charge.  
 

Our 750-strong private facebook group, Metal for Life NI, provides educational posts and encourages 
members to post inspirational music, images and articles. We run a variety of mental health awareness events 
and presentations, fundraisers and outings. We attend metal and rock shows and we are delighted to have 
been endorsed by local and international bands.  
 

Message for bands, journalists, photographers and anyone who would like to support Metal for 
Life NI 
We are always on the lookout for those who are interested in inspiring our members. The easiest way to do 
this is to give us a social media endorsement by sharing our fb page or twitter account on yours, or sharing a a 
link to our website, inviting your followers to join us and generally telling everyone why you think this is a good 
idea! We welcome any messages which encourage talking openly about mental illness, seeking help when 
required and looking out for each other. We’d like the vibes to be positive, non-violent and non-harmful, but 
to reflect our metal theme and community.  
If you would like to help, in return, we’d be delighted to promote your organisation, band, upcoming gig or 
music release, if you wish. 

If you are interested in helping us in our mission, please contact Gillian Kansanaho on: 
Email: info@metalforlifeni.co.uk 
Facebook: Metal for Life NI (private group) and Metal for Life NI (page) 

Mobile: +44 7484 622 343  
We also have a website! Check out www.metalforlifeni.co.uk 
 

You are awesome. Many Thanks! 

Metal for Life NI  
supporting mental health together 

http://www.metalforlifeni.co.uk/

